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We are One . . . DoIT
Electronic TSR Available August 1st
Supplier Day

We are One . . . DoIT
One year ago, House Bill 5611 was passed unanimously by both chambers of the Illinois State
Legislature, a collective nod to our enterprise approach to technology and service delivery.
During the past year, we have collaborated to provide an enhanced customer experience for the citizens of Illinois
through on-line tools for seniors, job seekers, people with disabilities, those renewing or applying for professional
certifications or licenses and those who maintain our roads and highways. We have shared applications that
modernize and facilitate administrative functions and deployed a robust set of desktop tools that has saved money
and made our daily work more efficient. Our Security team continues to build out data detection and protection tools
to care for our data assets, while our data practice advances an environment for making data safely available when
decisions need to be made about safety, health or education. Let’s continue to work together as we move into year
two of maximizing interoperability, creating best practices, improving project governance, establishing robust data
practices and protecting our data assets.

Electronic TSR Available August 1st
Previous versions of the TSR will no longer be accepted as of August 1st. Link to the E-TSR and bookmark this page to
stay current with Telecommunications news and review the E-TSR training session and materials. Benefit from the
many enhanced features inherent in the e-version, including: setup for a local digital id, VoIP and Radio service option,
tooltips/infotips and options for attaching supporting documentation. The Telecom Provisioning Team continues to
offer training and refresher courses in various services via Webex and those can be requested via
DoIT.Prov@illinois.gov; remember to include “Training Request” in the subject line.

Supplier Day
DoIT hosted a first ever “Supplier Day” on July 17th in Chicago. The event was an opportunity to share
information about our intended direction for innovation and technology and to encourage the
advancement of solution delivery with a diverse pool of suppliers. The agenda included presentations from our
leadership team to articulate expectations for our vendor partnerships and foster a collaborative approach to DoIT’s
Foundational Priorities and Objectives. Secretary Guerrier discussed his commitment to a culture of Kaizen, or
incremental improvement, as we progress towards long term efficiency and quality for the iEcosystem that we
support. Link to the full presentation.

DoIT FYIs and Reminders
Have you considered opting out of the paper copy of your SERS Annual Benefit Statement? You
received an email from State Retirement this morning with a link to their site to select the paperless
statement. Consider the benefits of eliminating a hardcopy containing your personal information and
reducing printing and postage costs.

